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I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite center. Let G = KAN 
be an Iwasawa decomposition of G. That is, R is a maximal compact 
subgroup of G, A is a maximal vector subgroup of G with AdA con- 
sisting of semisimpIe elements which normalize N, a maximal simply 
connected nilpotent subgroup of G. Let M be the centralizer of A in K 
and M’ the normalizer A in K. We denote the Lie algebra of G, K, A, N, 
and M by g, f, a, n, and m, respectively. Now exp: Q -+ A is a Lie 
isomorphism and we denote its inverse by log. Thus, if g E G, g can be 
written uniquely as g = K(g) exp H(g) n(g), where K(g) f K, H(g) E Q, 
and n(g) E N. Furthermore, there is an involution B of G such that 
K = (g 1 B(g) = g}. Set N = B(N) and denote its Lie algebra by ii. 
For a ~a*, let 9= = {X E g 1 [HX] = ti(H)X for all H in a}. Let 
d = (cxEa* N (0) 1 gz # (0)). We then have 
Furthermore, there is a subset P of d such that 
TI - 1 ga and ii = c gpn. 
UEP LISP 
For o! E P, set mm = dim G, and 2p = xaEP 111-a. 
Besides the Iwasawa decomposition, there is another decomposition 
of G calIed the polar decomposition, Let a+ = {HE a ! or(H) > 0 for all 
01 E P}, and let A+ = exp a+. Then G = KA+K, where A+ is the closure 
of A+. This is the polar decomposition of G. 
The main purpose of this note is to rephrase the Paley-Wiener 
theorem of Ehrenpreis and Mautner [I] for SU( 1, l)(SL(2, R)) in terms 
of Harish-Chandra’s generalized c-functions. We first give a brief 
account of the principal series for SU( 1, 1). (A more extensive treatment 
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may be found in Sally [l.O].) We then state the PIancherel formula of 
SU( 1, 1) and then using Harish-Chandra’s radial decomposition for the 
Casimir operator of SU(I, I) we obtain our result. 
We proceed in this manner in keeping with the “tradition” established 
by Helgason [4] and continued in Gangolli [Z] and Helgason [6]. This 
tradition seems more capable of generalization than does the original 
proof. 
The purpose of proving theorems of Paley-Wiener type is best seen 
in Hormander [7] h w ere the classical Paley-Wiener theorem is applied 
to partial differential equations. 
Finally, I would like to express my thanks to Professors R. Gangolli 
and S. Hclgason for several interesting discussions concerning theorems 
of Paley-Wiener type. In fact, Prof. Gangolli predicted the behavior 
described in this paper. 
2. I’RINCIPAL SERIES FOR A SEMISIMPLE h? GROUP 
Suppose 5: &Z + GI(H) is an irreducible unitary representation of M 
and v E n,* = a* @,aB Q=. WC define a representationC,,i: MAN-+ Gi(H) 
by setting YV.,(naun) -= eV(loc)a i;(m). I,ct HV%C be the space of all measur- 
able functionsf: I: -+ H such that: 
(11 .fbP) = WPWk) for P in BIN 
and 
(2) SK IlfW dk = Ilfll” < a- 
Let rrV,< be the representation of G induced on HY,C by left translation 
(i.e., (~~,~(g)f)(x) -f(g.-Ix)). The set of all pairs (‘rr,,, , HV%c) is called 
the principal series of G. 
An element f of Hv-c is called K-finite if the span of the set 
h,tW I k E k’) is finite dimensional. Let XV,’ be the space of alI K- 
finite elements of HV%c. Now the elements of XU7t are analytic functions 
of G, and thus rr, i , induces a representation of the enveloping algebra 
of g on XV.<. Elementary Fourier analysis tells us that the representation 
of G on p,c is irreducible if and only if the representation of g on XYJ 
is irreducible. 
Let p be as in Section 1. We now have: 
LEMMA 2.1. There is a sesquilinear pairing < , > on Hsz*t x H2~-+~C to 
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@ std.2 ht <~v,&)f, w2,,&g)h) = (f, h) for all f in HYJ and all h in 
H20-?J. This means that the representatim x,,~ and ‘i~~+~,~ are dual 
representations. 
Proof* For f in H+i and h in H20+J, set 
<f, h> = j (f(W, h(k)) dk. 
K 
The remainder of the proof now follows from the fact that for 4: K + @ 
Let $ E M’ and let s*;(t) be the representation of M on H defined by 
s*(<)(m) = <(s-hs). In [9] K unze and Stein defined an operator 
A,&): fpt --f fp*(Y-aO~),Y~t 
c&s = LPns*(P) m,ol, and s* is the usual operation on ‘ac” induced by 
Ads on A) by setting 
AIthough this integral does not in general converge, there is a cone of v 
on which it does converge. G. SchiEman [II] has shown that the map 
PI + A,(v) has a meromorphic continuation to all of ac*. 
Remark. Observe that an f~ H v*c is uniquely determined by its 
restriction to K. In the following we will identify the elements of WJ 
with their restrictions to K. 
3. THE PRINCIPAL SERIES FOR SU( I, 1): THE ALGEBRAIC APPROACH 
In this section we will give an account of the principal series of 
SU(1, 1) in algebraic terms. Recall that in matrix form SU(1, 1) is the 
set of al1 2 x 2-matrices (; 2) with CI, #3 E @ and 1 o! I2 - [ j? I2 = 1. It is 
well-known that SU( 1, 1) g SL(2, [w). 
Let K = (($” t&): + is real}, R = E@ t), and N = R(i 1:). Then 
M = &I* Let & be the trivial representation of iW and J& the represent- 
ation of M on @ such that J&( ---I) = - 1. 
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Let e,($” !-ie) = ei”+ = e,(d) f or n integer. As is well-known, these 
e,‘s form an orthonormal basis for L2(K). 
It is also convenient to observe that SlJ(1, 1) acts on the open unit 
disc in @ via conformal transformations and this action extends con- 
tinuously to the closed unit disc. Now, if P(z, b) is the standard Poisson 
kernel of the unit disc, it is well-known (see I-Iarish-Chandra [3]) that 
for g E G and k t K, 
As dim Q --_ 1, we have that for v E a,*, v = ylp, where v1 E C. We 
abuse notation and identify v with Ye . We thus have that our principal 
series for SU( 1, 1) are given by (T,.~~ , Hvlij), where v E C and j = 1 or 2. 
Now for f E Hu*bi, g E SU(1, I), and k E K, 
Thus if g = exp bH, f = e,, , and k = (,f’ $+), we have 
Remmk. Observe that e, t dV*rl if and only if n is even and e, E iV.gz 
if and only if n is odd. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (1) e, is a cyclic vector for XvpC1 if and only if v  
is not an even integer GO. 
(2) e, is a cyclic vector for -FJa if and only if v is not ar~ odd 
integer < 1, 
The proof of this proposition follows immediately from (*). 
From the above proposition and Lemma 3.1 we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.1. (1) 
integer. 
T,,~~ is irreducible if and only if v  is not an even 
(2) mV.Cp is irreducible ;f and only if v is not an odd integer. 
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We now construct our intertwining operators. Suppose A: xYjc$ -+ X.Ji 
(A # 0) is an intertwining operator. Then 
and Ae, = c,(v) e, . 
Thus 
(A + 4 c,(v) %I.!2 + (A - n) c,(u) L’,-2 
= (v + 4 cn+&) en+2 + b - 4 ~+~b) en-2 . 
Gab4 V---n X+n-1 -zzz 
En-&) 
-zzz 
A - ?I v+n-1. 
Solving we obtain A = Y or A = 2 - v and if ;i = Y, A is a scalar multiple 
of the identity. 
Solving our recursion formulas for C,(V) we obtain 
dv) = 
(Y - 2 ( n l)(v - 2(1 R I - 1)) ‘.. (v - 2) 
(-Y - 2(1 n / - l))(-V - 2(] ?z 1 - 2)) .‘. (-V) %@) 
and 
%n+dV) = - 
(Y - 1 2n + 1 I)(V - I 2n + 1 I + 2) a.’ (V - 3) 
(-v - 1 2n + 1 1 + 2)(-v - I 21a + I I + 4) ..’ (-V - 1) %(“)- 
Let s = (,j !J. We now compute the operator 
A,(V) e,(K) = lfl e-v~(x(a)Jep(ksK(%)) d% (p = 0, 1). 
SimpIe calculations now give us the following: 
and 
A,(Y) el(l) = ijm (1 + 4t*)-~/~ 1 - 2it 
-cm (1 + 4t7l/* 
dt = 1 B (i, $). 
AIthough the above integrals converge only for Re Y > 1, we recall that 
A,(v) is defined by analytic continuation. 
The foIlowing proposition will be of use to us in Section 6. For a 
proof see Sally [lo]. 
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PROPOSITION. 3.1. (I) Let j, k, and 2 be even integers. Then 
(1) if \j 1 < k < E, <57r_~,~l(g) ej, eJ - 0. 
(2) ifO<j<lorO<-j< -ZandO<kc ljl < lZl,the 
functions <n-k,r,(g) ej , et> and <mpk,c,(g) cl, ej> are square integrable on 
SU(l, 1). 
(3) ;fj<O<E and 0 < k < 1 j 1 < 1, <v-k,i,(g) ej , el> F 0. 
(4) ifj < 0 < 2 LZfZd 0 & k < I< lj !, l7Lk,c,(g) e,, eji ‘= 0. 
(II) Let j, k, and 1 be odd integers. Then 
(I) ;f j j 1 < k < 2, ‘::n-l,,Cg(g) ej , ea> = 0. 
(2) ;fOcj<lwO<-j <--1andO<k=+jl<iZj,the 
functions (rT-I;,Ep(g) ej , el> and f:r-l;.Cz(g) e, , eJ are square integrable on 
SU(1, I). 
(3) ifj < 0 < 1 and 0 < k < 1 j 1 < 1, ,<r-,i,C2(g) ej , e& = 0. 
(4) ifj < 0 < 1 and 0 < k < I < 1 j 1, ‘<r-.lF,tz(g) e, , ejj = 0. 
(5) ;fj < 0 < E, f(v,,,,(g) ej , e,} =-: (rl,52(g) e, , ej) = 0. 
4. PLANCHEREL FORMULA FOR SU( 1,l) 
We use the notation of Section 3. From Lemma 2.1, we have that 
nu,i, is unitary if and only if 1 + it = v, where t is real. Suppose x is a 
representation of a group G on a Hilbert space H. Iff is a function on G, 
we set 
Then n(f) is an operator on H and we denote its trace (if one exists) 
by @L(f). If x = 7x,,<, , we set %,(f) = @Cyi,(f). 
Now it is well-known that if fE C,m(SU( 1,’ l)), 
is a sum of matrix elements of the discrete series. (Here pr and pz 
represent the contributions to the Plancherel measure of x, b and rry,FS ,’ 1 
respectively, and Z,-If(x) = f(gx).) 
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Now formally we have 
(whenfE C,“(SU(l, l)), th is series is known to converge.) 
Let K(8) = (i” “,-c#) and supp ose that for all real f3 and 4 and all x in 
SU(L I>* 
f(K(B) xK(~)) = e--y(x). 
An elementary calculation then yieIds 
Recall that 0 I+sr,c,(f) = @,-,,,c,(f) for j = 1, 2 and all complex 5. 
Now consider the function on @ defined by 
We thus obtain the equation 
<~l+iAg-l) em l em> F(5) = <~l-iAg-l) em , en> F(4). 
Remark. By a result of Harish-Chandra, we have 
and 
dt 
+&) = c2 1 B(Ij2, I + it/2)/2 ’ 
where c1 and cs are known but for our purposes their precise values 
are not required. 
5. EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS 
In this section we use the polar decomposition of SU(I, 1) = KEK 
to give an expansion formula for {rV,r,(exp - iH) e,, , e,n> in terms of 
exponentials. In order to accomplish this, we need to examine Harish- 
Chandra’s radial decomposition of the Casimir operator T of SU(1, 1). 
Let B(X, Y) d enote the Killing form of the Lie algebra of SU( 1, 1). 
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Suppose a: is a positive restricted root. Select a bases X, ,.,,, X, of gI1 so 
that B(X, , OXj) = --6ij and let H, ,..., If, be an orthonormai basis of A. 
Then 
(The indicts i and j are suppressed in the second summation and d, is 
in the enveloping algebra of M.) 
We consider r as a left invariant differential operator and let h = 
exp H, where H E a +. We wish to compute 
Q-(h) = [i: HP2 + A,, ~ c (KJK + OS,=%)] f(h). 
0=1 R>O 
Now Xn = Yn + Z, , where YCY E f and 62, = -Z, . Observe that 
[OXm, X,] = H, . Thus 
0th) = ( i HP2 +A,, n-1 
We easily obtain the following: 
LEMMA 5.1. 
Z~--T---------- slnhl,(H) Ad h-l(E’n) + (coth W)) ycx . 
An easy calculation gives us the following formula of Harish-Chandra: 
I”(h) -- [i H,” + d, + c m,(coth a(H)) H, 
D=l lX>il 
(Ad h-l(Y,))2 - ?$$g; (Ad F(Y,)) Y, 
t . 
1 
Y q J(h). 
slrJ-3 a(H) m \ 
We now carry out this process explicitly for SU( 1, 1). 
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Then 8r = H2 - (X0X + #XX). 
Let 
and 
Then if h = exp tH (t > O), we have 
W)f(4 = [Hz + 2(coth 29H + @-. (Ad h-y I’))” 
Suppose that f(K($> I&(B)) = ei(nt++ne)f(h); then we obtain 
(8r)f(exp tH) = $f(exp tH) + 2 coth 2t -$(exp tH) 
- (sini 2t) (mz + n2 - Zm?z(cosh Zt))f(exp rH). 
Furthermore, iff(g) = (zvSr,(g-l) enA , e,), we see that Su = (~2 - b)f. 
We now consider the problem of finding a function G(t) in (0, a) 
such that G(t) = CT,,, A,(V) .+-“I” and 
G”(t) + (3 - v’) G(t) + 2(coth 2t) G’(t) 
- & w + n2 - 2mn(cosh 2t)) G(t) = 0. 
NOW coth 2t = xjaO dje-2jt, whe redi=2forj>l, 1 forj=Oand 
cosech2 2t = 4 &a0 aje+J+lJ1, where aj = &( j + l)( j + 2). 
An elementary calculation gives us the following recursion formulas 
for the AI(v) 
[(A - o2 + 2v - v”] A,(v) + 12dj(h - 2 + 2j) A&&) 
- 1 4a,(mZ + 4 &4li+1l(V) + c 4~7&4l-,-,(~) + 4+a(4), 
j 
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where the summations are taken over all nonnegative j with the condition 
that A, = 0 for K < 0. 
Observe that A, = 0 if 1 is odd, and setting 1 = 0 we see that X = --v 
or A = Y - 2. 
We now have that 
[(A - l)* + 2(h - 1) + 2v - v2] A&) 
= -c djZ(A - 1 i 2j) A~&&) 
j>O 
+ C 4W + n2) %A~dj+dv) - C 4m~aj(Ab.&v) + AI--Qj-dY))* 
j j 
Suppose now that A = -u. Then 
(A - 1)” t 2(A - 1) + 2v - “2 Y 12 - 21 + 2vl, 
and if in addition v = I + C$ with f complex, we have 
I2 ~ 21 + 2vl = 1” + 2i[l. 
Assume now that Im f < .z < I. Then 
< 1-l C 2dj 1 Al-&l + ;[)I 
I j>O 
+ C 4(m2 + n”) aj i L(i+dl + iE)i 
+ C 4mna,(I &rj-2(l + iE)I + I &-4j--8(1 + X-It) 
j 
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where each pi is a polynomial of degree <2 in j. In fact, 
$3 < 4 + 4(” + n)2 uj 7 
and thus for any P > 0 we have that 
M = f p3e-2@i < co. 
j=O 
It is now clear that for a fixed r > 0 and a fixed N, > 0, there is a 
C>Oanda~>Ossuchthatforallj<N,, 
(*I 1 A3(l + $)I < Ce’j I A,(1 + GY!- 
Let N,, > M and let I > JV,, . Assume that (*) holds for all A,(1 + it) 
forj < 1. Then we obtain 
I AE(l 3 ifI d l-l >zPj I At-2j(l + af)l 
< 1-l C pje7(z-zj1 1 A,(1 + ifi C 
( j>D 1 
< Ce’” 1 A,(1 + if)]. 
We thus have the following 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 0 -ZI E < 1. Then for any P > 0, there is a C(r) > 0 
such that for all 6 E C for which Im .$ < E, 
I A&(1 + 69 d C(u) efE I A& + St)l. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 5.2 is an adulteration of Lemma 4.1 
of Helgason [5]. 
Now if A = -v, we let B,(v) = A,(v)+ and if X = v - 2, we set 
C,(Y) = A,(v). We now have that 
(**I f(exp $fq = f  B,(v) e-‘“+l)s + -f C,(v) e(v-3-z’n, 
LO LO 
and each of these series converge absolutely for v = 1 + it and 
1 Im f I < 1 provided Y is not a singularity of B,(u) or of C,(V). It is in 
fact true that each of these series converges in much larger regions but 
this fact will not be important to us here. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let 0 < E < 1, and let 1 Im 5 ) < E. Suppose f is dejined 
by (**) with v = 1 + z’f. Then there is a constant K such that far su$i- 
ciently large s, 
Pp.ouf. Let r > 0 and C > 0 such that 
and I C,(l i- it)1 < Ce ir ; C,( 1 + it)!. We thus have that 
1 eYf(exp sfl) - B,(l + it) city - Co(l + it) @es ( 
< Ce’” (1 B,( I + iE)I i e--l(a--r) + I Cd1 + %)I z emLfsbrl) 
= C(l B,(l + $)I + 1 C,(l + ;()I) ecse-z(s-rJ(l - e-(spr))-l. 
As e2~(1 - e-l.s--r))-l is bounded for large s, our lemma follows. 
Remark. Lemma 5.3 is known and is contained in Proposition 32 of 
Knapp and Stein [S]. 
Observe now that iffis defined by (**), f is determined once we know 
B, and C, , We now wish to determine B, and C,, when 
f(exp tH) = {r,,cj(exp --tH) e, , e,>. 
It follows from Lemma 5.3 that 
for Re v < 0. We now use this fact to determine B, and C, for 
f(exp W = <~v,&xp -W em , em>. 
60711413-7 
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We use the well-known fact that B, and C,, are meromorphic functions 
of v to compute them as follows. For Re v < 1, 
. e-,K((exp tH) %(exp --tH)) e,(K(%)) dti 
-- - 
s 
e(v-2)p(H(A))e_n(K(n)) & 
N 
Using our results of Section 3, we see that if n is even and j = 1, 
i”Bo(v> = (-v - I n i + 2x-v - I n I + 4) ... (-4 1 
(v - 1 n l)(v - [ 71 1 + 2) ..’ (v - 2) $3 (;+)> 
and if ?z if odd and j = 2, 
p-lp&) _ t-v - I n I +2)(--v - I i-2 I + 4) ... c-v - 1) 1 
(v - 1 n I)@ ~ i n 1 + 2) *‘a (v - 3) zB(;,yj. 
SimilarIy, we see that if j = 1 and 111 is even, 
i"C,(v) = 
(v - 1 m l)(v - 1 m 1 + 2) '*a (v - 2) LB(;,+j, 
(-v - j m 1 + 2)(-v - 1 n I + 4) .*. (-v) 2 
and if 911 is odd and j = 2, 
P-T,(Y) = 
(v - 1112 l)(v - 1 m I + 2) -*a (v - 3) 
(-~-~m.~+2)(--~-~m~+4)-~(--v-l)2 
6. THE PALEY-WIENER THEOREM FOR SU(I, 1) 
In this section we state and prove an analogue of the Paley-Wiener 
theorem for SU(1, 1). We first recall the Paley-Wiener theorem for [Wn. 
PALEY-WIENER THEOREM. An entire function F(e) op1 Cn is the 
Fourier transform of a P-function with compact support in S, = 
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{x E W: jl x 11 < A) if and only ff i OY every integer N there exists a constant 
C,v such that 
Suppose now that f E C,““( SU( 1,l)) such that 
Suppose also that f(cxp tF1-r) = 0 for t > ,4. Let F,(t) = Ol+iE,ij(f), 
j - I or 2. Observe that only one Fj + 0 depending on the parity of n 
and VZ. Now 
where i;;(t) = et JNf(,pl exp - tH) dn. 
Clearly, FJ(t) is C”. To see that PI(t) = 0 for 1 t 1 > A, consider the 
orbit of I’ < 1 under the group IV where IV acts via linear fractional 
transformations. Now 
Hence i;;(t) = 0 for / t 1 > A. Thus we have that Fj satisfies the Paley- 
Wiener growth conditions. 
Recall also that Fi satisfies the equation 
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Thus from Lemma 5.2 we see that 
and hence if m and 7a are even, 
(-;)” (4 - I ?a I + I)(+? - I n I + 3) .*. (4 - 1) F (E) 
(iE - [ n 1 + l)(E’6 - 1 71 I + 3) ..* (i4 - 1) l 
F (+i)m t-i-5 - I m I + I)(--dE - I 111 I + 3) --’ (-2 - 1) F (&) 
(i5-ImI+l)(i~-ImI+3)...(iE-l) ’ ’ 
and if m and n are odd, 
(-i)” (4 - I 78 I + lx-at - I 12 I + 3) ‘.’ (4 - 2) F (f) 
(if-lv~ +l)(iE---InI +3)-..(it--2) ’ 
= (-i)” (-is - 1 m I + l)(-a’5 - I m / + 3) ‘*’ (-$ - 2) F,(-f), 
(it-11921 +l)(i%-lnal +3).-.(i5-2) 
DEFINITION 6.1. Suppose m and n are of the same parity. We say 
that F E g:,,(C) if 
(1) F is an entire function on C satisfying the growth conditions 
of the Paley-Wiener theorem (A specified); 
(2) F satisfies one of the above equations depending on the 
parity of m and n; and 
(3) F(5) = 0 whenever (v~+~~,~,(x) en, e,} = 0, where j has the 
same parity as m and n. 
Remark. It is clear from Proposition 3.2 that if m and n have different 
signs, (2) does not imply (3). However, if m and n have the same sign, (2) 
implies (3). 
We now suppose that F(t) E Pi,,(C), and we consider the function 
f(g) on SU(1, 1) defined by 
From Lemma 5.2 we see thatf(exp sH) =f+(s) +f-(s), where 
f+(s) = j-1 i. B,(l + it) ep(l+it+E)sF(t) &(E) 
= i jl I?,(1 + it) e-clfit+zJaF(t) &(t) 
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and 
f-(s) zz m m f c I?,( I + it) e-‘l-it+w(t) dp&) --c4 l=lJ 
= Z” j”= co + it) e-(l--it+v(t) d&). 
Suppose now that j = 1. For u real, set 
B,(V) e+ fz)sF(i( 1 - v)) 
and 
L-(s) = 2 j C,(v) d--2--1W(i( 1 V)) 
1~0 Rev=0 fj(;,E$@2) dv. 
Let bk(v) = B,(v)/&(v) and cl(v) = CI(~)/CO(~) and recall that b,(v) is 
analytic for Re v > 1 - E and cl(v) is analytic for Re v < 1 + E where 
0 < E < 1. Thus if we restrict ourselves to the half plane u > 1, we see 
that the only singularities in our integrals which definef,+(s) arise only 
at the singularities of 
B,(v) 
B (+j ’ 
and these occur only at v = 1 n I, v = 1 n 1 - 2 ,..., v = 2. 
Observing that each singularity is a simple pole, we obtain by elemen- 
tary contour integration that for g > 1 n 1, 
fmw - fW 
InIB m 
= 2ai C C wJ4 WV - 2W) e-(2k+z)s Res Bob) 
k-1 l=O fj (;, ?yj B&q) 
,2k , 
i 
where 
is easily computed. 
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In a similar way we see that C,,(u)/B($, (u- 1)/2)) has singularities in 
the half plane Re Y < 1 at the points v = 0, Y = -2 ,..., v = - 1 m j + 2, 
andhenceforg<-jmj+2, 
. e-(2kt2tZ)s Re s 
( B(;&lj '-2"). 
(Observe that c,(-2k) = b,(2 + 212)). 
LEMMA 6.1(a). If pn < 0 < EZOV-~ (0 (711, 
F(i(1 - 2k)) = 0 for 0 < 2k < 1 n 1 
and 
F(i(l + 2k)) = 0 fou 0 < 2k < I m 1 - 2. 
(b) IfO<m<nor--n<--m<o, 
F(i(l - 24) = 0 for 2k = 1 m I, 2k = j m 1 + 2 ,..‘) 2k = 1 w 1. 
(c) IfO~?z~mou--m<---n~0, 
F(i(l + 2k)) = 0 for 2k = 1 m 1 - 2, 2k = 1 m 1 - 4 ,.,., 2k = 1 n 1 - 2. 
Proof. (b) and (c) are obvious from (2) of Definition 6.1. We now 
prove (a). 
If 1 n 1 < 1 m 1, it follows from proposition 3.2 that (~-~~,~,(x)e, , e,} s 
0 for 0 < 2k < j n /. H ence F(E’(1 + 2k) = 0 for 0 < 2k < 1 m j - 2. 
The equation for F( [) g uarantees that F(i( 1 - 2k)) = 0 for 2 < 2k < 1 n 1. 
If 1 m 1 < j n I, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that 
forO<2k<~njandhenceF(i(l--2k))=Ofor2<2k<~~~.The 
remainder of our lemma follows via Eq. (2) of Definition 6.1. 
It now fohows from the proof of the Paley-Wiener theorem of 
Helgason [4] that 
(1) for 0 > I n j,fO+(s) = 0 for s > A 
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and 
(2) for 0 < -I m / + 2, fop(S) = 0 for S > A. 
Now f(exp sw - fuW - fr,( s away from s --_. 0 is a finite linear 1 
combination of eigenfunctions of the Casimir operator of SU(1, 1). That 
is, if 
G(K(8) exp HK($)) z eilnd+mOJ(f(exp tH) -fm”(t) - f:Jt)) 
is a finite linear combination of eigenfunctions of r away from t ::-= 0. 
Since for each eigenfunction E,(g) which occurs there is a matrix element 
of the discrete series of SU(1, 1) f or which F has the same cigenvalue, 
and since 2$(g) has the right assymptotic growth, we see that G is a linear 
combination of matrix elements of the discrete series. 
We now state our main result. 
THEOREM 6. I. suppose f E c,.="( SU( 1, 1)) such that 
f(K(8) exp t/K($)) : ~~(~~~+~~~@~f(exp tH) 
and y(exp tH) = 0 fey t :> A. Then 5‘ -+ O,+i,,,j(f) t P&(a=). Suppose 
now that F([) E cYyh.lL(@) and 
Then there is an h E C,“(SU( I, I)) foby which 
(I) h(K(0) exp tHK($)) = ei(n++me)h(exp tH) 
and 
(2) h(exp tH) = 0 for t > A 
such that j - h is a finite linear combination of matrix elements of the 
discrete series of SU( 1, I). 
Remark. We have only proved our result when j = 1. The proof for 
j =; 2 is similar. 
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